IN CONVERSATION

COMBATING CANCER AND OTHER
DISEASES WITH SUPERCHARGED NATURAL
KILLER T CELLS MOBILIZED BY A NOVEL
FORMULATION OF DEXAMETHASONE
WITH THERESA DEISHER, Ph.D, AVM BIOTECHNOLOGY

Natural killer T cells (NKTs) bridge the innate and adaptive immune systems
and are increasingly being studied to treat cancer and microbial diseases.
AVM Biotechnology is exploring its novel and proprietary formulation of
dexamethasone to supercharge NKTs for a range of indications, including as
a potential first choice for terminal, no-option cancer.
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Theresa Deisher, Ph.D.
Chief Executive Officer and Founder, AVM Biotechnology
Theresa A. Deisher, Ph.D., graduated from Stanford University
School of Medicine with a doctoral degree in molecular and cellular
physiology. She has 47 issued patents and four discoveries in
clinical trials. Dr. Deisher has extensive scientific and management
experience in the commercial biotechnology field at Genentech,
Repligen, ZymoGenetics, Immunex, and Amgen. Since 2008, she
has led a team of innovative scientists at AVM Biotechnology who
have developed AVM0703, a drug with a novel mechanism of action
that mobilizes the body’s own natural immune cells to fight blood
cancers, solid tumors, and infectious disease such as COVID-19 and
influenza-mediated ARDS.
LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/theresa-deisher-36b9818

whom all other treatments have failed.
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